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APPLICATION OF WOODEN AND METAL PROPELLERS



LJ b



Henry Rose with author s T-18 equipped with 76EM-6-65 metal prop — flight test configuration.



By Luther D. Sunderland Editor, T-18 Newsletter 5 Griffin Dr., Apalachin, N.Y. 1373
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HY SHOULD YOU use a shorter than standard



propeller on your homebuilt aircraft? This question



puzzles many builders, especially when they hear that a long narrow propeller is more efficient than a short wide one. They are led to believe that propeller length should be limited only by structural or ground clearance for a particular design. This discussion will describe the factors which a designer should consider when selecting or specifying a propeller for an aircraft and show by example how a range of propellers was developed and tested for the Thorp T-18. The author's interest was aroused in the subject of the design and application of propellers when two failures occurred in reduced diameter metal propellers, one a complete blade separation and the second a near separation. Both propellers involved were M74 DM models cut down to 68 inches length and used on 160 hp 0-320 Lycoming engines. In both cases,



New Wooden Propeller Tested - Although there have been no problems with the many reduced diameter metal propellers used on 0-360 Lycoming powered T-18's, there is some question about the advisability of twisting the nominally 60 inch pitched 76 EM blank to the



a blade factured at about 17 inches from the tip. These failures emphasized the wisdom in the strong recommendation by knowledgeable propeller experts that metal propellers should not be cut down below approved type certificated lengths unless competent engineering tests are conducted to identify a safe operating envelope for each engine-propeller combination. My article in the November 1972 Sport Aviation entitled "Propeller Fatigue" described the results of an in-flight vibration survey performed on two reduced diameter metal propellers and three different crankshaft extensions. Those tests conducted by Hartzell showed clearly why the two failures had occurred and identified a safe reduced diameter metal propeller configuration and operating envelope for use on 125 hp through 160 hp Lycoming engines. There remained, however, a need for an efficient, safe propeller for 180 hp Lycoming powered homebuilts in the 200 plus mph speed range.



over



80



inches pitch



required



to absorb



180 horsepower in a 68 inch diameter disc. Since there is really no specific engineering data which indicates the extent to which a blade can be twisted before the metal is unduly tortured, and no simple way to determine such a limit, it was felt advisable to make available a wooden propeller for these aircraft which would be approved by a commercial propeller manufacturer. In accordance with specifications prepared by John Thorp, Sensenich designed a new wooden propeller along with a crankshaft extension compatible with a larger SAE type 4 flange required to transmit 180 horsepower into a wooden hub. The propeller, designated W68LY80 was made by Sensenich and the extension was made by George Rattray of Beloit, Wisconsin. Dick Walen of Toledo, Ohio had just installed an 0-360-C2C 180 hp Lycoming in his T-18, so we asked him to flight test the new propeller. Dick also had a 76 EMMS-81 cut to 68 inches length so he was equipped to get comparative data on both a metal and wooden propeller.
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Although of the same length and supposedly the same pitch, the wooden propeller allowed the engine to develop higher rpm at all airspeeds. Maximum static rpm was 2000 for both propellers, but on takeoff roll, the wooden propeller rpm jumped to 2300 while the metal propeller didn't exceed 2200 rpm.



Initial acceleration seemed to be much higher for the wooden propeller. ••



The airspeed system on N11RW was carefully checked over a measured course and determined to be accurate to one or two mph. Data was then taken on both propellers at 2,000, 5,000, 7,500 and 10,000 feet. At 2,000 feet MSL, the timed maximum ground speed averaged 213 mph for both propellers. At 10,000 feet, the indicated airspeed was about 3 mph higher for the wooden propeller. Figure 1 shows the relative performance of the two configurations. The higher rpm possible with the wooden propeller



indicates that it has not been optimized for best cruise speed if it is desired to not exceed rated rpm at high altitude. It probably has been optimized for highest speed at sea level. An additional 2 inches pitch would reduce engine speed about 100 rpm. Dick has thus ordered a new wooden propeller with 82 inches pitch.



It is logical to ask why the wooden propeller performs as well as the metal propeller when we have been told that a metal propeller can be designed to be up to 10% more efficient. The main reason is that the wooden prop was designed specifically for the



180 hp T-18 application with a maximum speed of



213 mph while the metal propeller was made from



a blank designed for the Piper Cherokee. Also, the



metal propeller was found to have very poor pitch distribution, from the original 60" near the hub to



91" at 75% R. The wooden propeller is achieving an efficiency of about 83% which is quite high. The best Sensenich racing props get close to 90% but few commercial fixed pitch propellers do better than the low 80's. It is obvious that the wooden propeller is allowing the engine to develop more horsepower with the higher rpm and if the metal propeller had less pitch, it would likely give a higher speed.



Is Wood Safer?



In my last article, I stated that



wooden propellers generally do not



suffer



fatigue



failures. This position was challenged in a subsequent letter to the editor which claimed that the writer had observed a wooden propeller on a VW engine which he thought was failing due to fatigue. (He later wrote that he might have been observing stone damage.) Henry Rose, Chief Engineer at Sensenich, says that in their entire history as the world's leading supplier of wooden propellers (over a quarter million sold) not one case has been reported of a wooden propeller failing from fatigue due to bending. His experience is that if a propeller is given sufficient stiffness to resist destructive flutter, it is



considerably over-designed in regard to bending stresses. Wood naturally will fail due to fatigue, but since its fatigue strength is so near the static rupture stress level, there is virtually no data available on wood fatigue. Airplane Propeller Principles by Nelson lists the ultimate tensil strength of birch as 6,000 psi and the fatigue strength also as 6,000 psi. Selecting a Propeller - It is safe to say that no



single fixed pitch propeller is best for all flight conditions. Selecting a propeller is a process of compromise. A configuration that gives best climb usually doesn't give highest cruise speed or highest top speed. A crop duster is designed to have maximum (Continued on Next Page)
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Al Wedge, Sensenich Executive Vice-President, and Kern Weinhold, Service Manager, inspect the new wooden W68LY80 prop on Dick Walen's T-18. SPORT AVIATION 17
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piopriKT efficiency during climb. An acronaiic airplane usually also should have a propeller with good climb performance. For instance, owners often use standard TC'd 74 DM and 76 EM Cherokee props for 0-320 and 0-360 powered Pitts Specials with about 4 inches less



pitch. The only problem is that they will wind up extremely fast in a dive. Some pilots are turning them 3300 to 3400 rpm in a dive. It should be remembered that the steady stresses build up in a propeller as the square of rpm and these propellers were designed for a 2700 rpm red line. Furthermore, the vibration characteristics have never been explored



at these speeds.



Howard Levy in "photographer's heaven" with author's T-18 N4782G. N4783G built by Don Carter and N4784G by John Shinn.



Most propellers should be compromised to favor highest cruise speed at around 7500 feet. The cruise or top speed is a cube root function of propeller efficiency, but the rate of climb is a very sensitive function of propeller efficiency. So a propeller designer



will sometimes take away a small amount of efficiency at cruise speed, where it has very little effect, and



add efficiency at best rate of climb speed where it is quite noticeable. The very best procedure to use in selecting a propeller is to first try to find one fnm a type certificated air craft with similar design conditions of top speed, rated rpm and horsepower. If one matches your aircraft's



characteristics fairly closely and



if the



length is



not too great for available clearance, then you are



home free. You can be assured that the aircraft



designer already did a reasonable job trading off factors to give best cruise at around 7,500 feet altitude without sacrificing rate of climb appreciably. If you plan to buy a new propeller, just order one



from a distributor for the particular make, model and



horsepower aircraft which gives the best match.



If a propeller cannot be found in this manner, it
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is possible to determine the proper propeller characteristics from various NACA reports referenced at the end of this article. Several examples are given in subsequent paragraphs to illustrate how these reports can be used by the layman. With the characteristics of a propeller determined in this manner, it is possible to search the field of existing propellers and try to find one with the same pitch, length and proper hub. Of course, the big question is, "What about the cases where no suitable standard propeller can be found?" We shall not pretend to furnish sufficient information here to permit you to design a special new propeller, but rather explain the factors influencing the design of a propeller so you can more intelligently specify one for that new dreamship or improve the performance



of your sluggish old dog. First, let us examine some terms used in propeller design. Pitch - Pitch is the advance per revolution. It can be measured in various ways. The geometrical pitch is commonly defined as the distance a blade element would advance along the axis of rotation in one



revolution if it were moving along a helix of slope



equal to its blade angle. Blade angle is the acute angle between the chord line of an element and a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation.



In the 1920's when blades had a flat bottom, the reference was the flat portion of the blade. Now, however, the reference is from the center of the leading edge radius to the trailing edge or the chord line. Since only the propeller manufacturer normally has avaflable a template for measuring pitch properly, it is common for propeller overhaul shops to inaccurately indicate propeller pitch by using the bottom as the reference. The geometrical pitch is not the same as the zero lift pitch. The zero lift angle of attack can be up to 4 degrees negative relative to the chord line. For this reason, it is possible for an airplane to achieve a maximum speed considerably higher than the speed obtained by multiplying max rpm by geometrical



pitch. It is possible for a propeller to be running at as much as 2 degrees negative angle of attack (referenced to the chord line) at maximum speed. The lift coefficient might be as low as 0.22. Air velocity is not constant at all points in a propeller disc because of the presence of the nacelle or fuselage. The flow field has the lowest velocity air near the hub. It is desirable to operate the entire propeller at the most efficient angle of attack,



so in order to maintain a constant angle of attack, the geometrical pitch must vary over the entire



is controlled by advance ratio just as wing performance is controlled by angle of attack. Since advance ratio involves design speed and rpm, it can be seen that factors external to a propeller affect its efficiency. The momentum theory states that efficiency is defined as the ratio of the aircraft velocity to the aircraft velocity plus slip-stream velocity. The kinetic energy imparted to the slip-stream while the propeller is generating thrust is wasted energy and the less kinetic energy given to the air, the higher the efficiency. This is somewhat of an over-simplification, however,



since there are other losses. For example, the twist put into the slip-stream is an energy loss. (The tuft



test picture of John Thorp's T-18, which appeared in the July 1973 Flying Magazine, did not show noticeable spiralling of the slip-stream, but it was there.) The higher the advance ratio, the greater is the twist energy loss. There are also radial losses. The Goldstein-Theodorsen minimum energy-loss propeller design process, which Henry Rose uses, simply selects a propeller size and pitch which makes the sum of the three energy losses a minimum (momentum of slip-stream, twist and radial). That is the whole of propeller theory. All Sensenich propellers are designed through the use of equations which permit the designer to minimize energy losses and thus maximize efficiency.



An example of a good match of design parameters



for maximum efficiency is the Formula I racer. With



the powerplant used and the speeds they are getting, they are operating at an advance ratio where two-blade propeller efficiency is just about optimum. Solidity Factor - Solidity factor is defined as the ratio of propeller blade area to total swept disc area. As a general rule, other factors remaining constant, propeller efficiency decreased with an increase in solidity. This is the reason we often hear that it is



propeller radius. The amount of variation depends on the body shape; for instance, whether a streamlined



desirable to use as long a propeller as is practically feasible.



distribution required to achieve constant angle of attack for a tractor propeller used on a single engine aircraft like a Cherokee.



design a propeller with a high solidity; for instance, if there is a structural length limitation and a high engine power which must be absorbed. NACA wind tunnel tests on 7 full-scale propellers showed that "increasing the solidity by adding blades had a lesser adverse effect than increasing it by increasing blade width and an increase in solidity tended to delay the blade stall and to increase efficiency in the takeoff range." Hamilton Standard uses a similar term called "activity factor". It is a weighted blade area effect which is obtained by multiplying blade width by the cube of blade radius. Length - Why should a shorter than standard



nacelle or a long fuselage. Table I shows the pitch



Station .15 .20



.30 .45 .60 .75 .90 .95 1.00 (tip)



% Geometric Pitch



44.997 55.89 74.6 90.3 96.3 98.5 99.3 99.5 99.6



TABLE I - Pitch Distribution for Constant Angle of Attack



The geometric pitch is the pitch stamped on a



Sensenich fixed pitch propeller, so at no point is



the actual pitch equal to the specified pitch. A homebuilt wooden propeller carved with constant pitch at all stations could experience stall conditions near the hub, especially during initial acceleration and climb. It certainly could not have the most efficient angle of attack over its entire length. Efficiency - Efficiency is the ratio of the thrust power (thrust times velocity) to the input power put in by the engine. It is a function of the design advance ratio which is the ratio of aircraft forward speed to the speed of the propeller tip. Advance ratio -^j where V is aircraft velocity, n is rpm and D is diameter. In a propeller, the advance ratio is the same parameter that angle of attack is for a wing. Propeller performance



For various reasons, it is frequently necessary to



propeller be used? According to the blade-element theory, it is desirable for all elements of a propeller



blade to be operated at the optimum angle of attack. Also, the propeller must absorb the total amount of



energy put out by the engine at a given rpm and airspeed. If a propeller were selected which was too long,



then in order for the blade sections to operate at the



optimum angle of attack, it might be necessary to



shape a blade very narrow and very thin. The blade



would be a long toothpick which could be structurally unsound and might penalize the design with longer than necessary landing gear. The optimum propeller is one that is not too wide so as to bring the efficiency down, just wide enough to be structurally satisfactory and long enough to absorb the power of the engine without exceeding critical tip speed. In some ways, selecting the diameter is more complex a problem than selecting the wing span, but analogous in a way. (Continued on Next Page) SPORT AVIATION 19



The propeller design study for the T-18, performed by Henry Rose, showed that 68 inches length was just about optimum for the 180 hp engine and 66 inches was optimum for the 0-290 and 0-320 engines. Although a longer propeller could be and has been installed, it would not help the efficiency. There is a problem with the Formula I racers where the pilots want a wooden prop to use for crosscountry flights and want to cruise at a much lower rpm (nearly 1,000 lower than racing speeds). To absorb the horsepower with the available length propeller requires extremely high blade angles which may cause blade stall. A two-blade cruise propeller must be quite wide and cruise rpm must be higher than is generally preferred. RPM Red Line - There are many applications where the best solution to a propeller design problem is to turn the engine up to a higher than normal rpm especially where there is a physical limitation on propeller length. Many users, however, are reluctant to do this because of possible excess engine wear. Knowledgeable engine manufacturer representatives say that as far as engine wear is concerned, bearing stresses, connecting rod stresses and forces on the side of pistons are generally not a problem. There are two general kinds of stresses in an engine, gas stresses and inertia stresses. For the flat four-cylinder engines, the crossover point where inertia stresses predominate is about 3,300 rpm. Up to that point, the gas forces predominate. There may be some cases where the camshaft is a little soft for the valve train as John Thorp found during certification of a helicopter designed to cruise at 3,000 rpm. Camshaft wear became a problem above 2,850 rpm and a specially hardened camshaft had to be installed. Oil consumption is usually higher at elevated engine speeds. Although to most pilot's "calibrated ear" a cruise at over 2500 rpm sounds too fast, concern about engine wear should not restrict you to a low rpm. A more critical consideration on rpm red line is propeller vibration characteristics on metal propellers as discussed in my previous article. Tip speed is also important. Tip Speed Limitation - For a wooden propeller, it is not wise to exceed 850 fps helical tip speed and for a metal blade, 950 fps. At higher tip speeds, the propeller wastes energy making noise and thus loses efficiency, although there is probably no damage done running at higher speeds. The new noise regulations being drafted could influence propeller design and force the use of lower tip speeds. If an engine is selected which requires very high rpm to develop full power, in order to keep tip speeds within limits, the propeller length might need to be reduced



to the point that power disc loading is too high. This can happen with some of the two-cycle engines. Then a lot of energy is lost in the high-velocity wake. A very rough rule is that the slower the airplane, the lower should be the rpm. An example is the old OX-5 powered 90 hp biplanes of the 1920's. Some of them had gross weights as high as 2,200 pounds and they would still get up and fly. The engine was rated at around 1,400 rpm and they flew quite slowly. Another example was an old Glenn Curtiss Pusher in which the restorers had put a 90 hp Franklin. Although the original engine put out only 45 horsepower, they couldn't get it off the ground on 90 horsepower. The reason was that the original engine turned up a 9-foot prop at around 1200 rpm and 40 mph. With a 72 inch prop the power disc loading was too high and the efficiency very low. Airfoils - The Sensenich 76 EM propeller uses the Rose E-Section airfoil. Figure 2 shows this airfoil in two 12% thickness configurations, one with 5% camber and one with no camber. The nose section of this resembles an ellipse which blends into straight lines on both top and bottom forming a wedge shape at the trailing edge. All propellers designed and manufactured by Sensenich since 1953 use the ESection airfoil. If all the camber is taken out of a Clark Y, it closely resembles the older Sensenich P Section. Thickness ratios are nearly identical. Henry says, "When I designed my airfoils, I had two simple considerations in mind. First was simplicity. Then, I wanted the curvature and all higher derivatives to be continuous and the curvature in both camber and thickness distribution to be zero at the trailing edge. The whole family of NACA airfoils had a discontinuity in the curvature distribution". McCauley props use the R.A.F. 6 flat bottomed airfoil while Sensenich airfoils are closer to the Clark Y. Data on both R.A.F. 6 and Clark Y are found in the various NACA reports. A comparison of these airfoil shapes is shown in Figure 3. A desirable airfoil for a wing wouldn't necessarily be a good airfoil for a propeller blade. In a propeller blade it is much more important that the airfoil have a high critical mach number. And, as far as fatigue life is concerned, form factor should be such that stresses are minimized at the leading and trailing edges. Alcoa's data on fatigue life taken on a rotating beam in the laboratory is three times or more greater than can be permitted in a propeller. Allowable stresses for a notched (dented) condition is given as 18,000 psi compared to 4,700 psi allowable for a propeller. Form factor is important because the axis of flexure is



(Photo by Lu Sunderland)



Flight tested clamo-on-crankshaft flange reinforcement 20 NOVEMBER 1973



required for safe operation of 0-290-G.



through the centroid of a section and leading and trailing edges should be as near this as possible to minimize stresses there. For a flat-bottomed airfoil, the leading and trailing edges might be quite far from the axis of flexure; therefore, any scratch or dent on the edge is more likely to start a crack. A dent near the neutral axis has very little stress due to bending and is less



critical. That is why it is preferable for an airfoil to be rather elliptical in shape back to the point of



one set of design conditions as follows: n, Rated engine speed, 2600 rpm P, Rated horsepower, 125 V, Maximum sea level speed, 180 mph Figure 7 of the report is shown here in Figure 4. It will be used to determine both pitch and length for maximum efficiency in a two-blade propeller. First, it is necessary to calculate Cs from the equation given in Figure 5. Use the scales given to find the fractional powers of speed, and rpm cs



is found to be 1.89.



,Clark Y



Comparison of Clark Y and RAF 6 Airfoils Figure 3



maximum thickness and then tapered without any fancy



curves from there back to the trailing edge. The Rose E Section airfoil is about as simple, as far as curvature



distribution is concerned, as you can get. Fabrication simplicity is also a consideration, but performance should not be sacrificed unduly for this reason.



Some of the new exotic airfoils like the airfoil might not be particularly well suited or metal propeller applications due to the section near the trailing edge and a reverse



Whitcomb to wooden very thin curvature.



TM, Inc. of Darby, Pa., is developing a fiber-glass propeller which uses the Whitcomb airfoil, however. The Clark Y airfoil is often used by homebuilders because it is fairly easy to fabricate with the flat bottom, but it is not as efficient as other airfoils. To solve vibration problems, it is necessary to have a certain thickness distribution in the blade. The



camber is proportional to thickness in any flat bottomed section. Structural and vibration considerations dictate a certain thickness distribution in a blade. That thickness distribution, which also becomes the camber distribution, is far from what propeller theory says the optimum camber distribution should be. In a flatbottomed airfoil, you get too much camber in the wrong place. You want to control the camber independent of



the thickness distribution. Thickness distribution is dictated by performance considerations. Design Process - Hi,-nry Rose used the Goldstein



Circulation Functions, w hich were calculated accurately



by the math laboratory of the U.S. Navy David Taylor Model Basin in the mid 1960's, from which he plotted up graphs of energy-loss functions. He also modified contraction function equations developed by Theodorsen. To design a propeller, he begins by assuming



an advance ratio in the wake helix based on experience



designing similar propellers. He then picks off the values to use in the equations from the curves and by making successive approximations continues the



process until a power coefficient equation produces a solution which matches the power available from the engine being considered. All Sensenich props are thus designed simply from theory completely without the use



of wind tunnel charts. Earlier some wind tunnel data was assumptions of advance ratio, but after designing a



number of propellers Henry could pick a number out



of the air which was quite close. The Rose-modified Theodorsen equations give all that is needed to design a propeller; blade width, length and design lift coefficient. After he retires, Henry plans to write a book describing the techniques he uses to design



propellers.



Example Applications - Several examples will be given to show how NACA Report No. 640 can be used to select the pitch and length of a propeller. First, the author's T-18 will be used for establishing
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Design chart for propeller 5868-9, Clark-Y section, two blades. (NACA Tech. Rept. 640). Figure 4 From Figure 4. the line of peak efficiency crosses Cs of 1.89 at 25.5° blade angle. This intersection is at an advance ratio V / n D of 1.06. V 180x88 Calculate D =-- ——— = ————— - 5.74' _ 69" n x l . 0 6 2600x1.06 Pitch at 75"* R = * X .75 x 69 / tan 25.5 ~ .-- 77.4"



The dotted line of maximum efficiency was constructed by first drawing a smooth curve around the envelope of efficiency curves at the top of the chart. The value of Cs chosen for each blade angle was the value where the efficiency curve for each angle was tangent to the overall efficiency curve. For instance, for 20° angle, the point of tangency was at ( '>. 1.4. This point was plotted on the lower curve and the dotted line of maximum efficiency was drawn through that point. Sometimes a peak efficiency curve is constructed by taking the peak efficiency for each blade angle rather than the point of tangency. Notice that for a pitch of 25 degrees, the maximum



efficiency is about 879J while the maximum efficiency for a 4-blade propeller is 85c/r as shown in Figure 5.



Let us now assume a second example for a slower airplane as follows: n, Rated engine speed, 2600 rpm



P, Rated power, 85 hp V, Maximum speed, 110 mph



Using Figure 5, C s is calculated to be 1.25. 110x88X12 D -. ———————— ^ 68.73" 2600 x .65 Pitch angle ._ 17' Pitch - * X .75 x 69 x tan 17' ._ 49.7"



Now, assume the propeller is to be optimized for best rate of climb at 85 mph. Then C s = 1.0, V / n D is about (Continued on Next Page) SPORT AVIATION 21
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.5, D — 75 and pitch - 15° or 47". Notice that a lower pitch and longer length are optimum for best rate of climb conditions. n is only 2400 rpm at climb speed and P is 80 hp at that speed.



Oshkosh Flight Tests - The proof of the pudding is in the tasting and the proof of a propeller is in the flying. So, while swapping stories on the flight line at Oshkosh 73, we decided to have a fly-off with three 180 horsepower T-18's having different type propellers. The aircraft used were: N18TT built by B.C. Roemer with a 68" long, 85" fixed pitch 76 EM metal prop; N11RW built by Dick Walen with the new 68LYC80 wooden prop; and N262PE built by Gene Eckel with a 72" long Hartzell constant speed prop. Full throttle speed runs were made at 2,000, 4,000,



along their entire length, the propeller might run rough. Take it back to the propeller overhaul shop if the blades



do not track well at all stations. Balancing of propellers even at the factory is done by inserting a mandrel in the hub and placing this



on precision knife edges. Balance is checked with the blades in all positions. Vertical balance is just as



important as horizontal balance. Material is ground



off the sides of the blade right near the hub to bring them into vertical balance and material is removed near the tip for horizontal balance. Balance should be checked before and after painting since uneven paint can cause a problem. Quite frequently factory new propellers will run rough and if the propeller position on the flange is changed by 180 degrees, the procedures won't work.



7,500 and 10,500 feet altitude. At 2,000 feet N18TT was able to pull ahead of both others easily. During climb, the constant speed prop was far superior with the wooden prop coming second. As altitude increased, the speed advantage of N18TT narrowed until at 10,500 feet on the first run, N11RW was faster. But B.C. Roemer claimed he hadn't had time to accelerate, so another run was made between the T-18s with wood and metal fixed pitch props and the metal prop was faster, how much faster wasn't determined. B.C. promptly hung a sign on N18TT, "World's Fastest T-18". The amazing thing was that the wooden prop gave the constant speed a real run for the money at all altitudes except for climb performance. Gene Eckel, a retired 747 pilot, said, 'That wooden prop is tremendous! If we had flown 50 miles we wouldn't have been 2 blocks apart and I don't know who would have been ahead".
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Of course, this is not a true comparison of propeller performance since slight differences in airframes can have significant effects. For instance, Gene Eckel's T-18 is unpainted while the others have all rivets very smoothly filled. Also, Dick Walen's canopy is slightly non-standard in that it does not contour smoothly with the windshield frame.



Propeller Balancing - One essential ingredient to happy powered flying is that you have a smoothrunning propeller. Achieving this with re-worked propellers often seems to be an impossibility despite the most valiant efforts at tracking and numerous return trips to the propeller shop. Here are some tips which have been used to solve some very difficult roughness problems. First, it is necessary for the crankshaft (or crankshaft extension) mounting stub to run very true. According to the Lycoming manual run-out on the crankshaft measured at the center main bearing journal can be as much as .005". If run-out of the crankshaft propeller stub, measured with a dial indicator, is this
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Figure 5



John Thorp recently discovered a solution to a rough running propeller problem. After a freak storm blew a hangar door in on his nice new T-18, he bought a new propeller and had it cut down and re-pitched. After several return trips to the overhaul shop, it



large it will cause the installation to feel quite rough.



Not much can be done about it except replace the crankshaft unless a crankshaft extension is used. It



is possible to shim the extension to bring its stub



run-out down to a very low value. Get it within .001" and you at least have a chance to achieve smooth



propeller operation. Tracking is the next important operation. This is accomplished by placing shims between the mounting flange and the propeller. Again, smoother operation will be realized if the propeller tip tracks better than is normally specified. Try to get it within .020" or less. Check tracking of the propeller front face at the tip and several other points toward the hub. The tip can track perfectly, but if the blades do not track within .030" 22 NOVEMBER 1973
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Figure 6 c. Design chart for propeller 5868-9, Clark-Y section, four blades. (NACA Tech. Rept. 640).



NOTE THIS TEMPLATE IS '-i SIZE OF ORIGINAL TEMPLATE



TIP TE.M PLATE.



still ran rough. Then he called in Jim Chadwick who builds a helicopter rotor dynamic balancer. In about a half hour Jim dynamically balanced the propeller right on the airplane using the balancer which contains a strobe light, accelerometer and electronic analyzer. He simply added several washers to the spinner. John reports that this worked magic on his airplane and he highly recommends it. Every maintenance shop should



have one of these balancers which is available from Chadwick-Helmuth Company, 111 E. Railroad Avenue, Monrovia, California 91016. Cost of the fixed wing model is around $1,900 but it would quickly pay for itself. Propeller Sources - Flight tests with the W68LY80 propeller were so encouraging that the author asked Sensenich to develop a line of wooden propellers for the 0-290 and 0-320 powered T-18's also. The design has already been completed and by the time this article is published, flight tests should be underway on my 0-290G powered T-18. The propellers for the 0-290 and 0-320 engines will be 66" long and have the same solidity factor as the W68LY; pitch will be the only variable. The 0-290 model will have 76" pitch and be designated W66LM76. (This compares to the 69" length and 77" pitch calculated using the NACA report, the difference due mainly to solidity and camber dissimilarities.) The W66LM props will fit the standard SAE type 2 flange on the engines. Both the W66LM and W68LY props will be available for about $170 each sold only direct from the factory, Sensenich Corporation, P.O. Box 1168, Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604. 17604 As mentioned in my previous article, Sensenich designed



a



68"



long



metal



propeller



designated



76EM6-8-XX. It was made from the standard 76 EM forging and differed from the production K model propeller only in length and tip shape.



One propeller was built and shake tested satisfactorily in the laboratory; however, the company subsequently decided that they would not supply or approve the use of any non-type certificated propellers and instead developed the line of new wooden propellers.



766M6



PROOCU-EH.



If homebuilders wish to use a reduced diameter fixed pitch metal propeller with the large Lycoming engines, they are on their own and must obtain a standard length propeller and have it cut down and repitched at a propeller overhaul shop. For those who take this course of action, it is strongly recommended that the Hartzell flight test report be studied to see why certain lengths are unsafe. (A copy can be obtained for $2.00 from the author). Many homebuilders are operating cut down propellers in unsafe length Since the Hartzell report was written several 76 EM propellers cut to 68" lengths have been shake tested. These tests indicate that for the new K model and the stiffer original model both with tips shaped as shown in Figure 7, the critical resonances occur at engine speeds above 2700 rpm. Hartzell Propellers supplies a 72 inch long constant speed propeller which costs nearly $1,000. Being somewhat shorter it can be used on T-18's in the standard length. References: 1. NACA Reports 350, 640, 775, 776, 777, and 778 2. Aircraft Propeller Design, by Fred Weick, 1930 3. Airplane Propeller Principles, by Nelson, 1944 4. Theory of Propellers, by Theodorsen, 1948
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